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ගࣅ࣮ࢺἲ࡟ࡼࡿ㧗࿘Ἴ (RF) Ⓨ⏕ [1] ࡟࠾࠸࡚㸪ග᳨ฟჾ (PD) ࡬ࡢᖹ
ᆒගࣃ࣮࣡ࡀ➼ࡋ࠸᮲௳࡛ගࣃࣝࢫᖜࡀ⊃ࡃ࡞ࡿ࡜㸪RF ฟຊࡀቑ኱ࡍࡿ㸬
ⴭ⪅ࡽࡣ㸪ගᙉᗘኚㄪჾฟຊගࣃࣝࢫࢆගࣇ࢓࢖ࣂ࡟ఏᦙࡉࡏ࡚ࣃࣝࢫ








Ἴ㛗㟁ᅽ࡟➼ࡋ࠸࿘Ἴᩘ fRF/2ࡢṇᘻἼ࡛㥑ືࡍࡿ㸬fRFࡣ 20 GHz࡜ࡋࡓ㸬
ࡇࡢ᫬㸪MZM ฟຊࡣ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡋ࿘Ἴᩘ fRFࡢᦙ㏦Ἴᢚᅽගࣃࣝࢫ࡜࡞ࡿ㸬
MZMฟຊࢆ࢚ࣝࣅ࣒࢘ῧຍගࣇ࢓࢖ࣂቑᖜჾ (EDFA) ࡛ᖹᆒගࣃ࣮࣡ࢆ
20.0 dBm࡜ࡋ㸪༢୍࣮ࣔࢻගࣇ࢓࢖ࣂ (SSMF) ࢆఏᦙࡋࡓᚋ㸪PD࡬ࡢධ
ᑕᖹᆒගࣃ࣮࣡ࡀ 1.0 dBm࡟࡞ࡿࡼ࠺࡟ගྍኚῶ⾶ჾ (VOA) ࡛ㄪᩚࡋࡓ㸬
ࡑࡢᚋ㸪ᖏᇦ 20 GHzࡢ PD࡛ཷගࡋࡓ RFฟຊ㟁ຊࢆ RFࢫ࣌ࢡࢺࣝ࢔ࢼ
ࣛ࢖ࢨ㸪఩┦㞧㡢ࢆ఩┦㞧㡢 ᐃჾ࡛ ᐃࡋࡓ㸬ࡲࡓ㸪SSMF ఏᦙᚋࡢ
ගࣃࣝࢫࢆගࢧࣥࣉࣜࣥࢢ࢜ࢩࣟࢫࢥ࣮ࣉ (OSO) ࡛ほ ࡋ㸪ගࣃࣝࢫᖜ







฼ᚓࡣࣇ࢓࢖ࣂ㛗 10 km࡛᭱኱್ 6.5 dBࡀᚓࡽࢀࡓ㸬RFฟຊ࠾ࡼࡧᙉᗘ
ኚㄪ࡟⏝࠸ࡓⓎ᣺ჾ (LO) ࡢ఩┦㞧㡢 ᐃ⤖ᯝࢆᅗ 3 ࡟♧ࡍ㸬CWL ࡢ⥺
ᖜࡀ 1 MHzࡢ᫬㸪ࣇ࢓࢖ࣂ㛗 10 km௨ୖ࡛࢜ࣇࢭࢵࢺ࿘Ἴᩘࡀᩘ kHz࠿
ࡽ 100 kHzࡢ㡿ᇦ࡛఩┦㞧㡢ࡢቑຍࡀࡳࡽࢀࡓࡀࠊ⥺ᖜࡀ 160 MHzࡢ᫬
ࡣ 12.5 kmࡲ࡛఩┦㞧㡢ࡢቑຍࡣࡳࡽࢀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓ㸬⥺ᖜࡀ 160 MHzࡢ᫬
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CWL: CW laser, PM: Phase modulator, MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator, LO: Local oscillator,  
EDFA: Erbium doped fiber amplifier, SSMF: Standard single-mode fiber, VOA: Variable 
optical attenuator,  OSA: Optical spectrum analyzer, OSO: Optical sampling oscilloscope, 
OPM: Optical power meter, PD: Photo detector, SW: RF switch, DIV: Frequency divider, PNA: 














































ᅗ 2 ࣇ࢓࢖ࣂ㛗ᑐ RF฼ᚓ/ගࣃࣝࢫᖜ 
  
(a) ࣮ࣞࢨ⥺ᖜ: 1 MHz 
 
 
(b) ࣮ࣞࢨ⥺ᖜ: 160 MHz 
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